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Abstract
Music  is  an  aural  art  that  uses  sound  as  its  medium for  the
several roles that it plays in society including but not limited to
validation of social  institutions,  reinforcing culture,  as culture,
for  catharsis,  socialisation,  education,  therapeutic  and
communication among others. Through the ages the perception of
music as an exclusive aural art has been perpetuated in literature
without question that it appears invisible. However, it is not only
at  the  sonic  level  that  it  functions.  However,  when  observed
closely one finds that  it  has a  visual  element as attested to  by
response  to  aesthetic  appreciation  of  musical  performances,
linguistic expressions, and preference for music videos than audio
recordings  as  attested  to  by  product  sales.  These  examples
question the long held view that music is entirely a sonic art and
suggest a new perception with a deeper understanding which is
that music is an art with audio-visual contents.
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Introduction
The  title  of  this  paper  evokes  an  absurdity  because  it  presents

music, a widely known aural art as a visual art. However, music in African
musical  parlance  is  a  sonic  art  presented  within  a  multimedia  context
(Tracey 1962). Euba (1976:30) aptly captures this thought when he states
that ‘Nigerian traditional music, in common with traditional music from
other  parts  of  Africa,  have  a  strong  visual  element  arising  from  the
customary presentation of much of this music in association with extra-
musical  and  even  extra-artistic  events’.  As  it  is  widely  known,  the
classification of an object or subject is a reflection of its components, or
perception  of  its  attributes.  For  example  an  examination  of  human
relationship indicates that the terms that are used to express of the type of
relationship between two persons reveal  the various levels  of cleavages
that exist between the people that constitute a society. Furthermore, life is
a conglomeration of relationships, and the words that are used to express
the relationship between two individuals are predicated on the perception
of the realities of the relationships. Within the spectra of relationships one
person can be a son, father, husband, uncle, nephew, grandfather, cousin,
king, doctor, teacher, etc. These levels of relationship suggest the existence
of established roles and their consequences and implications between the
individuals in the relationship.

Furthermore, perception of any subject matter is to a great extent,
dependent  on  knowledge  and  understanding  of  the  subject  while
understanding is dependent on the quantum of knowledge concerning the
component  parts  of  the  subject;  so  as  understanding  deepens  so  does
perception.  But  perception  is  also  infinite  because  there  is  always  the
unknown, the so called new frontier. Therefore knowledge is incremental
because  humans  know,  perceive,  and  understand  partially  and  never
completely. There is therefore, a never ending quest for knowledge about
existential subjects.
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The Nature of Music 
Music  is  a  multi-dimensional  art  because  it  functions  at  various

levels in society and this reflects in the ways it is regarded and classified.
Music has long been regarded and classified as an art that belongs to the
Art and Humanities because of its similarities to the other disciplines in
the arts and Humanities. However it has distinct features such as being
well known as an aspect of culture (Merriam 1964), as culture (Herdon
and McLead 1979, Elliott 1990), that it has emotional effects (Meyer 1956)
and  that  it  gives  respite  to  psychosomatic  disorders  (Seashore  1938)
increases productivity in manual work. These literature demonstrates that
music does these by its nature as a sound art.

However, the fact remains that music is most widely known as an
art  which proceeds from creative activities  involving the use of  sound.
Unlike the plastic  arts  that  are tangible  and complete at  the end of  its
creation, the performing arts are temporal and require the intermediary of
a performer between the creator and the consumer to bring it about. The
performer  does  this  anytime  that  the  music  is  required.  Although
recording  has  reduced  repeating  performances,  the  need  for  this,  one
cannot  really  regard  the  playing  of  a  recorded  work  as  performance
because it is a carbon copy or an exact replay of an earlier performance.

The  aesthetic  pleasure  that  audiences  derive  from  musical
performances are not just from the aural presentation of the music but also
comes from the visual presentation, i.e. the ‘seeing’ of the actions involved
in  bringing  the  music  into  being.  The  performative  skills  that  the
musicians  deploy  to  manipulate  his/her  instrument,  the  experience  of
being immersed in the sound so produced, seeing a piece being played
flawlessly at breath taking tempo, the overall empathy of the ensemble as
each member makes his/her contribution towards bringing the music into
being, watching the uniform bowing of the string section of an orchestral
ensemble, the command and control actions that the conductor exerts on
the  orchestra  in  order  to  draws  out  the  desired  tempi,  dynamics  and
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expressions, and the intense concentration that he/she exhibits to bring
the music about and several other performance attributes are some of the
compelling reasons that inform attendance at concerts, gigs, operas, and
other types of musical events globally. 

Although music has been a subject of interest to scholars for ages,
most definitions are anchored on the aural aspect and thereby enthroning
the idea that music is solely a sonic art. A few examples are sufficient to
prove the point. Crystal (1997:737) defines music as ‘an orderly succession
of sound of definite pitch, whose constituents are melody, harmony and
rhythm.  McGlynn (2001:657)  states  that  ‘music  is  the  art  of  combining
sounds into a coherent perceptual experience, typically in accordance with
conventional patterns and for an aesthetic purpose.’ For the World Book Inc
(2004:946), ‘music is sound arranged into pleasing or interesting patterns.
It forms an important part of many cultural and social activities.’ A very
popular definition made popular in Nigeria by the since the late 1960s
state that ‘music is sound pleasant to the ear’. Although this definition has
been discredited in recent times, it however goes to show the extent to
which the sonic perception is ingrained in the Nigerian society.

The perception that music is an aural art form has endured through
time that it appears invincible. However it is flawed because it ignores its
visual components. While sound is the raw material out of which music is
made, it is not music; rather it is the manner in which sound is organised
during  composition,  the  manner  its  audio-visual  components  are
deployed during performance that transforms the sound into music. It is
the  visualisation  of  the  physical  activities  that  are  involved  in  the
transformation of the sound to music that constitute the main attractions
in  musical  performances,  not  only  the  sound  that  results  from
manipulating the sound via the sonic medium. So the attraction in musical
performance is the manipulation of the instrument (s) (a visual activity)
and the  sound so  produced  (an  aural  product)  produces  the  trill  that
comes from attending a musical performance.
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The Performance Evidence
Applause that results from musical performance is in most cases a

spontaneous means of  appreciation.  It  tells  that  the piece that  has just
being performed has been well crafted (composed) and that it was well
delivered (performed), to that extent an applause is an appreciation that is
shared between the composer and the performer, although most people
are unaware of this fact especially at the spur of the moment and instead
they  think  that  their  applause  is  in  appreciation  for  an  enriching
performance, but nothing can be farther from truth. The fact is that, in a
performance  context,  the  performer  represents  him/her  self  and  the
composer  anytime  he/she  performs.  So  an  applause  is  a  shared
appreciation or a form of ‘reward’ for excellence. As a physical activity,
music  performance  involves  skilful  manipulation  of  the  sonic  tool  or
medium (i.e.  the  musical  instrument)  and  this,  for  no  obvious  reason,
fascinates humans and attracts them in droves to musical performances.
The manipulation is pleasant to behold and it is at the roots of the live
music and music video industry. As humans, music attracts us to itself in
ways  that  we  are  unable  to  explicate.  It  possesses  a  mystrico-psychic
powers  that  defies  understanding  and yet  it  astonishes  us  that  we are
momentarily  transfixed  by  experiencing  it.  There  has  been  increasing
efforts in recent years to investigate this nature of music and to explored
and exploit this attribute with astonishing results.

So a masterful  rendition of a musical  work that is  crafted by an
inspired composer and performed by an accomplished performer elicits
spontaneous audience applause is a means of sharing in the achievement,
and participating in a communion that the performer facilitates and tacitly
invites  the  audience  to  partake  in.  As  the  performance  proceeds,  the
invitation to the audience intensifies and gets to a point where it becomes
compelling that the audience is transfixed and it becomes one with the
performer. At this stage the appropriate response to the invitation is one,
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some or a combination of these. The audience claps at some points in the
piece, shouts intermittently in joyous acclamation, claps or in synchrony
with the pulse of the music that is being performed and in extreme cases a
member of the audience is enthralled that he/she crosses over from the
audience  part  area  of  the  performance  arena  to  joins  the  performers
(Enekwe  1991).  The  level  of  involvement  of  an  audience  so  created
depends on the intensity of the ‘musical communion’ that the performer
creates. In African musical arts parlance, the effect of a performer on the
audience is, in part, measured by this. Although the ‘musical communion’
that is  created in the performance context is  transient,  its effect  extend
beyond  the  moment  to  facilitate  and  build  social  relationships  in  the
community.  In  this  sense  we  aver  that  an  important  role  of  musical
performance  in  Africa  and indeed  the  world  over  is  the  creation,  and
sustenance  of  community.  Indeed,  a  musical  performance  within  a
community bridges  social  barriers,  reinforce shared values,  strengthens
interpersonal  relationships and lay bare our common humanity.  So the
response of an audience to an excellent musical  performance is  among
other  things,  a  celebration  of  the  shared  values  and  experiences  in
existential matters. 

However, it should be emphasized that the purpose of all types of
performance  is  to  communicate  but  the  means  through  which  this  is
facilitated is determined by the type of art. In music, communication is
through the  sonic  medium through singing  or  playing  of  instruments,
gestures,  facial  expressions,  movements  etc.  The  effectiveness  of  the
communication  is  dependent  on  how adept  the  musician(s)  is  (are)  in
using  the  available  media.  In  another  sense,  for  a  musician  to
communicate  implies  that  a  message exists,  which may be  his/hers  or
from another person.  This  is  the main attribute that  qualifies  one as  a
messenger.  A  message  may  be  word  borne  (logogenic)  as  in  song  or
expressed in mood-borne (melogenic) as in instrumental music or . . . . So
music as an art, is a means of communication through the sonic medium
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but facilitated by visual aspects. It is therefore not exclusively a sonic art;
rather,  it  has a visual  component  that  enhances  the sonic presentation.
Indeed,  it  is  upon the visual  aspects  that  the entire architecture of  the
musical  performance  based  industry  rests;  such  that  a  musical
performance devoid of its visual component is insipid, bare, completely
lacking in flavour and void of its essence.

The Linguistic Evidence
Meanwhile,  literature  point  to  music  as  an  exclusively  sonic  art

even when linguistics evidence points otherwise. Language as a means of
communicating thoughts, experience, reality and even abstractions, is also
a reflection of reality as opposed to the absurd. As a result it also offer
insights  into  the  inner  recess  of  the  unconscious.  We  shall  therefore
proceed  to  examine  the  perception  that  language usage conveys  about
what music is.  

When someone makes a point about the virtuosity of a pianist who
performed at a concert that he/she is in attendance, it is usual for him/her
to say ‘I watched Mr Jones play Fur Elise on the piano at the concert’ not ‘I
heard Mr Jones play Fur Elise on the piano at the concert.’ If it was a radio
programme it is normal for a speaker to say ‘I listened to Mr Jones playing
Fur Elise  on radio’,  if  it  were a  television programme he would say ‘I
watched Mr Jones playing Fur Elise on the piano’.  If in the course of the
performance someone (A) stands in front of another person (B), thereby
preventing B from seeing the performer on the stage, it is usual for B to say
to A ‘Please, you are blocking my view?’ Similarly In a scenario where a
lady is reporting her attendance to a concert to her friends she would say
‘I went to the show’. By referring to the event as a ‘show’ means that the
event was an exhibition, a display in obvious reference to the visual aspect
of the musical experience. It is not usual for her to say ‘I went to hear the
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music’. These examples point to the fact that there is an inherent visual
element in music. The pleasure that one derives from music does not come
solely from the aural aspect but from it visual component.  It  is this bi-
sensual nature musical performance has a visual component that trills us,
and  it  is,  as  we  have  mentioned  earlier  a  wonder  that  we  cannot
thoroughly  explain.  Music  is  best  appreciated  within  its  audio-visual
component which is reflected in the above examples that clearly prove that
music  has  a  visual  component  that  earlier  definitions  has  undermined
over the years.

Evidence from Music Videos 
Since the advent of music videos, the sale of audio recorded music

has plummeted because audio recording is an incomplete representation
of the musical experience as it is a documentation of one of its aspects the
aural. This was the case because the technology to capture both the aural
and visual components of the music was yet to be developed. However,
when audio-visual recordings became available, people could experience
the dual  aspects  of  the music  which is  made up of  the audio and the
visual aspects as they were no longer content with the one-sided product
that audio recordings are. Consequently the purchase of audio recordings
plummeted; thus confirming our assertion that music is both an aural and
visual art. In music it is the ‘seeing’ (the video) that makes the hearing (the
audio) meaningful. Music and indeed all the performance arts are highly
visual.  As we have mentioned earlier,  it  is  the manner that a musician
manipulates  the  sonic  medium,  (a  visual  display),  that  fascinates  an
audience  and  attracts  them  to  performances.  Audio-visual  recordings
enable  audiences  to  experience  the  audio-visual  component  of  a
performance so that musicians perform on specially lit and raised stages
while  the  audience  sits  on  raked  platforms.  It  is  also  for  the  visual
component that a musician practices for long hours to master the music to
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enable him/her to perform flawlessly thereby justifying the amount that
the organisers charge as entry fee. 

It  is  in  this  regard  that  Blacking’s  (1977)  definition  of  music  as
‘humanly organized sound’ comes to the fore. Like other extant definitions
it recognizes that sound is the material of which music is made but went
further  to  emphasize  the  importance  that  the  organizing  plays  in  the
process. It is the re-enacting of the organizing that takes place, before the
audience that transforms the sound into music. The organization aspect is
at  two  levels:  the  formative  or  ideation  level  and  the  realization  or
performance level. Ideating is imaginative; it is the creative or bringing to
being, a task for the composer-performer. It often involves writing down
the music usually by a composer who is skilled in the use of notation or it
may  also  be  unscripted  wherein  the  idea  exists  in  the  mind  of  the
composer. It is noteworthy that most music in the world are unnotated or
untranscribed just as most thoughts are also unwritten. So, in this respect,
both music and language exist similarly in nature. It must be mentioned
that notation is a means of documentation is for easy retrieval to curtail
variations occasioned by memory failure or deliberate variation from what
is conceived by the composer. However, the growth of formal education
and its association with literacy, which is simply the ability to write one’s
thought with a system of notation and the ability to decode it, has taken
on elite status symbol that has characterized society throughout human
history. Literacy in western civilisation was initially restricted to clerics but
as educational thought developed, literacy became a major component of
human development. This ultimately led to advocacy for universal literacy
by  the  United  Nations  and  writing  became  a  coveted  attribute  of  the
learned.  With  the  elevation of  literacy  above orality-aurality,  in  society
people strived to become literate with the result that there has never been
a time in human history that the world have more literate people than
today,  and the  population  of  literate  people  in  the  world  is  increasing
daily. Going by the law of supply and demand, one would have expected
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the quest for literacy to loose value because of the abundance of literate
individuals, but on the contrary, literacy has increased in value and it has
become a coveted skill that is deem fit and proper of persons of elite status
in  society.  By  the  19th  century  however,  the  written  word  gained  an
enhanced status over and above the spoken word. It is not that the written
word is more profound than the spoken word, but because of the enhance
status accorded the written word in society is written it was ascribed a
higher  status  gives,  it  a  seeming  permanence,  a  mystic  that  conferred
superiority status on it.

With  respect  to  music,  notated  music  came  to  be  more  highly
prized than music in oral tradition. Meanwhile,  the fact  remains that a
notated piece of music is neither reflective of its quality nor is it a measure
of superior craftsmanship or profundity of thought contained in the text
when it is vocal music. As we mentioned earlier, notation is no more than
a means of documentation and preservation in order to reduce variations,
especially in music, an art where such is rife and very significant. The fact
remains that most of the music traditions in the world are created, and
performed without recourse to notation. Music is a living art that survives
primarily  in  the  heart  of  man.  Beautiful  music  remains  beautiful
irrespective of it being documented or otherwise. Rather, musical beauty
results from its creative potency, the aesthetic standards of the culture, the
performative attribute of the performer and the receptivity of the audience
to the music among others.

During  ideation,  the  composer  organizes  the  sound  material  to
creates the music,  but  the work cannot  be appropriately referred to  as
music  because  it  is  yet  to  be  heard.  At  this  stage,  the  music  exists  as
abstract idea in the mind of the composer or as a score. Musical notation is
therefore ‘merely a guide or a point of reference’ (Samana 2005:30). Until it
becomes sound, it exists in the mind of the composer as idea just as Euba
(2005:84)  notes  that  ‘compositions  written  in  staff  notation  are  merely
prescriptions for music making and have no life until they are performed’
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a view also echoed by Dodd (2013).  It  is  the duty of  the performer to
transform the conceived sound i.e.  the notation, into musical sound. So
composers  require  the  performer  to  transform a  score  into  music.  The
process or act of realisation is interpretative because the performer takes
the composer’s idea (the score) and express it in his/her own terms subject
to his/her interpretation of the composer’s intent as ‘seen’ in the score,
and in tandem with the performance practice of  the genre,  periodic or
stylistic conventions of the era when the music was written. In this wise
the  performer,  be  he/she a  soloist  or  an  ensemble,  is  a  servant  of  the
composer. In works for solo voice, performers are at liberty to interpret the
music as he/she deems fit. In ensemble work, there is usually a conductor
whose duty is to assist the performers in an ensemble (orchestra, choir,
opera band etc) to realize the intentions of the composer. However, it is
mostly in literary or pseudo-literary musical traditions that conductors are
required.  In  oral  tradition,  the  divide  between  the  creator  and  the
performer  is  almost  non-existent.  Infact  the  composer  is  often  the
performer  thereby  eliminating  the  need  for  the  conductor  as  an
intermediary.  Thus,  musical  performance,  indeed  all  types  of
performance, are stylistic because musical style in itself  is a part of the
musical  identity  of  a  performer,  so  peculiar  to  the  performer.  As  the
performer’s individual musical attributes influence his/her performance,
there  are  differences  between  the  renderings  of  a  work  by  different
performers due mainly to the nuances in interpretation. Interpretation is a
creative  process  that  has  not  received  sufficient  scholarly  attention
particularly  in  this  clime  where  oral  tradition  remains  the  dominant
means of performing, preserving and transmitting music.

It is relevant to mention that the process of composing music is not
attractive. It is mainly a reclusive preoccupation that cause composers to
hover between the narrow prescient of sanity and insanity while on the
contrary,  performance  which  is  the  interpretative  stage  of  the  musical
enterprise is  compelling.  Arising from the margin of  differences  in  the
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interpretations  of  performers,  audiences  come  to  associate  performers
with their personal styles which invariably become a determining factor in
attendance to their  performances (recitals or concerts.  For some artistes
their style become so popular with the public that entry tickets for their
performances are sold out well ahead of the event.

One  of  the  major  attractions  to  sold  out  concert  events  is  the
experience of ‘seeing’ the musician realising the music as conceived by the
composer, a visual experience of being there when the music was being
recreated (the transformation) from idea to music or being opportuned to
see  the  production  process  (the  performance)  becomes  one  with  the
product  (the  music).  This  is  the  mystic  and  attraction  of  watching  a
musical performance. There is need for deeper reflection on this aspect of
the musical art. As we have demonstrated here, music is beyond the aural
experience that scholars have pursued relentlessly through time. Music is
also visual; indeed it is an audio-visual art.

Conclusion
I have in this brief paper attempted to draw attention to the fact that

music is more than its aural art that literature have tenuously perpetuated
for ages but that there is also a visual dimension to music as attested to by
performance  situations,  linguistic  expressions,  and  market  response  to
audio-visual recordings. It is my considered view that there is a need for a
re-definition  of  music  that  puts  this  overlooked  dimension  in  proper
perspective. Suffice it to say that music is a sonic art with visual attributes
that is expressed in performance.
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